ERRATA.

Jas. D. Shuchly, page 453, should be Jas. D. Shackley.
Robertof Roberts, page 718, officers of 1852, should be Robert ap Roberts.
Saffron, page 717, M. E. Church, should be Suffron.
H. O. Jones, page 717, M. E. Church, should be H. O. Evans.
M. J. Rach, page 717, Good Templars, should be M. J. Roach.
Hattie Hughes, page 717, Good Templars, should be Katie Hughes.
Fred Miller, M., page 718, Cambria Lodge, should be Fred Miller, G. F.
Wm. Peterman, O., page 718, Cambria Lodge, should be Wm. Peterman, R.
Wm. Seeman, page 718, Cambria Lodge, should be Frederick Seeeman.
G. D. Jones, page 719, officers of 1879, should be G. D. Meyers.
Adam Culdon, page 699, Town Treas. 1865 and 1866, should be Adam Culdow.
Jno. Campbell, page 700, Assessor 1877, should be Jno. Caldwell.
Adam Bogue, page 700, Chairman 1880, should be Alan Bogue.
Aaron Town, page 763, made claims in spring of 1842, should be Aaron Town made claims in spring of 1849.
On page 764, Elling Muhl should be made Male; George Windens should read Windus; Nels Paterson should be Peterson; Hans Lollinger should read Hans Tollackson; Stephen Collenson should read Colbenson.
On page 765, Talbot Askinson should read Tollac Asbinson; Edmund Cushing should read Edward; Nelson Van Wil should read Nelson Van Wie, and Andrew Baarnaman should read Boarnanan.
On page 767, Herman Brane should read Herman Brune, and William Mews should read Maves.
Hugh Mair, page 727, in election, 1849, should be Hugh Miner.
Jno. Sims, page 728, early settlers, should be John Lines.
Harver Curtis, page 729, officers 1854, should be Harvey Curtis.
Jno. Sims, page 729, officers 1856; should be John Lines.
Jas. L. Sims, page 730, officers 1860, should be Jas. L. Lines.
Jas. Hastie, page 730, Clerk 1872, should be William Hastie.
Page 731, “Village of Dekorra,” far north as Madison, should read far south as Madison. Since the article, page 752, on the Village of “Inch” was printed we are informed that there were lots sold, houses built, and some business was done in 1856 or 1857.—Ed.